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Mote that these constraints enforce a critical property of red-black trees: that the longest path from the root to a leaf is no more than twice as long as the shortest ... 
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MODELING IN UML/OCL 3 Date: 5.1.2009 The course website is www.lri.fr/~wolff/teach-material/2008-09/IFIPS-VnV/. Generally exercises will be posted online Monday afternoon. They can be (but need not be) handed in at the start of the exercises sessions, or in any other way that the assistants allows for. Exercise 1 (Recursive Data-Type with Inheritance) Describe a graph in UML/OCL where each Node has a left and right Node and an attribute which is larger 5. Define a subclass Cnode with a boolean attribute color where a fathernode has always a different color from his son. Make the subtyping explicit by explicit casts whereever necessary. Write a variant where left and right son are always defined ! Solution :



0.1



Part A
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0.2



Part A



package digraph context Node inv: self.i > 5 -- context Node::depth():Integer -- pre: true -- post: result = (let -ldepth:Integer -= if left.oclIsUndefined() then 0 else left.depth() endif, -rdepth:Integer -= if right.oclIsUndefined() then 0 else right.depth() endif -in -ldepth.max(rdepth)+1)



context Cnode inv: not self.oclAsType(digraph.Node).left.oclIsUndefined() implies not (self.oclAsType(digraph.Node).left.oclAsType(digraph.Cnode).color = self.color) and not self.oclAsType(digraph.Node).right.oclIsUndefined() implies not (self.oclAsType(digraph.Node).right.oclAsType(digraph.Cnode).color = s endpackage



Exercise 2 (Modeling RedBlackTrees) A red-black tree is a type of self-balancing binary search tree, a data structure used in computer science, typically used to implement associative arrays. The original structure was invented in 1972 by Rudolf Bayer who called them ”symmetric binary B-trees”, but acquired its modern name in a paper in 1978 by Leonidas J. Guibas and Robert Sedgewick. It is complex, but has good worst-case running time for its operations and is efficient in practice: it can search, insert, and delete in O(log n) time, where n is total number of elements in the tree. Put very simply, a red-black tree is a binary search tree which inserts and removes intelligently, to ensure the tree is reasonably balanced. Describe insert, delete and find and isMember in ordered RedBlack Trees in UML/OCL. The key-element, ie. the data to be stored and sorted, is a String. Hints: 1. RedBlackTrees are binary trees with red and black nodes. 2. Trees are finite and acyclic!
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3. RedBlackTrees satisfy the red invariant: Potential both children of read nodes are black. 4. RedBlackTrees satisfy the black invariant: the maximal number of black nodes from the root to the leaf must be the same. 5. All leaves are black. Mote that these constraints enforce a critical property of red-black trees: that the longest path from the root to a leaf is no more than twice as long as the shortest path from the root to a leaf in that tree. The result is that the tree is roughly balanced. Since operations such as inserting, deleting, and finding values requires worst-case time proportional to the height of the tree, this theoretical upper bound on the height allows red-black trees to be efficient in the worst-case, unlike ordinary binary search trees. Solution : Remark: Ignore the frame-conditions (modifiesOnly).



0.3



Part A



0.4



Part B



package rbt ---------



General Remark: By definition, Nodes model non-empty RBTree’s empty left or right nodes were modeled by undefined accesses (which can, but must not be null objects). However, operations are allowed to be passed the (polymorphic) constant null which represents the empty tree. Note that null is a value, not an object (it is not in the store), and any access to it (e.g. null.left) is undefined.
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-- null in itself is a defined value, and the comparison with null is allowed. context tree inv wff: key.oclIsDefined() and color.oclIsDefined() and max_B_height.oclIsDefined() inv max_B_height_def: let max_B_L:Integer = if left.oclIsUndefined() then 0 else left.max_B_height endif in let max_B_R:Integer = if right.oclIsUndefined() then 0 else right.max_B_height endif in let max:Integer = if max_B_L < max_B_R then max_B_R else max_B_L endif in if color then max else max + 1 endif -- this formulation implicitly excludes cycles ... inv redinv: (left.oclIsUndefined() or right.oclIsUndefined() or not color) and (color implies (not left.color and not right.color)) inv blackinv: let max_B_L:Integer = if left.oclIsUndefined() then 0 else left.max_B_height endif in let max_B_R:Integer = if right.oclIsUndefined() then 0 else right.max_B_height endif in max_B_L = max_B_R context tree::isMember(a:Integer):Boolean pre: true
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post: let L:Boolean = if left.oclIsUndefined() then false else left.isMember(a) endif in let R:Boolean = if right.oclIsUndefined() then false else right.isMember(a) endif in (result = (a = key) or L or R) post: Set{}->modifiedOnly() context tree::isOrd():Boolean pre: true post: let L:Boolean = if left.oclIsUndefined() then true else left.isOrd() endif in let R:Boolean = if right.oclIsUndefined() then true else right.isOrd() endif in Integer::allInstances()->forAll(n:Integer | (left.oclIsDefined() and left.isMember(n) implies n < key) and (right.oclIsDefined() and right.isMember(n) implies key < n)) and L and R post: Set{}->modifiedOnly() context tree::subtrees():Set(tree) pre: true post: let empty:Set(tree) = Set{} -- hack for typing empty set in let L:Set(tree) = if left.oclIsUndefined() then empty else left.subtrees() endif in let R:Set(tree) = if right.oclIsUndefined() then empty else right.subtrees() endif
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in L->union(R)->includes(self) post: Set{}->modifiedOnly() -----



the latter is possible in HOL-OCL, but actually not in the OCL Standard. I think, real, non-computable quantification is nevertheless worth the pedagical effort. An alternative would be a function that converts the tree in the sequence of members and quantify over the latter.



context tree::insert(k : Integer):OclVoid pre: true post: self.isMember(k) and Integer::allInstances()->forAll(m:Integer | m = k or (self.isMember(m) = [email protected](m))) post: Set{self.subtrees()}->modifiedOnly() context tree::delete(k : Integer):tree pre: true post: not self.isMember(k) and Integer::allInstances()->forAll(m:Integer | m = k or (self.isMember(m) = [email protected](m))) post: Set{self.subtrees()}->modifiedOnly() -- This function results in OclUndefined() if k not Member. context tree::find(k : Integer):tree pre: true post: result = if k < key then self.left.find(k) else if k = key then self else if k > key then self.right.find(k) else self.left.find(k) endif endif endif and result = self.subtrees()->any(t:tree | t.key = k) post: Set{}->modifiedOnly() -- a recursive, operational characterization vs a more declarative one -- vs a property. context tree inv injectivity: Integer::allInstances()->forAll(n:Integer | Integer::allInstances()->forAll(m:Integer | self.isMember(n) and self.isMember(m) implies self.find(n) = self.find(m)
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implies n = m)) -- Alternative: The standard provides for any class type a null-"Object". -- As I interpret the standard here, it is a defined Object which is specified -- via constant specification. In order to avoid deep logical inconsistencies, -- it must only satisfy the condition that its object id is the NullOid; -- it must not satisfy any object-invariant since it can not exist -- per construction in the store. -- Consequently, constructs like null.left will be undefined. context tree::find(k : Integer):tree pre: true post: let S:Set(tree) = self.subtrees()->any(t:tree | t.key = k) in let noTree:tree = null in result = if k < key then if left.oclIsUndefined() then noTree else left.find(k) endif else if k = key then self else if right.oclIsUndefined() then noTree else right.find(k) endif endif endif post: Set{}->modifiedOnly()



-- we update the above definitions as follows: context tree::isMember(a:Integer):Boolean pre: true post: let L:Boolean = if left.oclIsUndefined() then false else left.isMember(a) endif in let R:Boolean = if right.oclIsUndefined() then false else right.isMember(a) endif in (result = (selfnull and (a = key or L or R))) post: Set{}->modifiedOnly()
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context tree::isOrd():Boolean pre: true post: let L:Boolean = if left.oclIsUndefined() then true else left.isOrd() endif in let R:Boolean = if right.oclIsUndefined() then true else right.isOrd() endif in self = null or Integer::allInstances()->forAll(n:Integer | (left.oclIsDefined() and left.isMember(n) implies n < key) and (right.oclIsDefined() and right.isMember(n) implies key < n)) and L and R post: Set{}->modifiedOnly() -----



the latter is possible in HOL-OCL, but actually not in the OCL Standard. I think, real, non-computable quantification is nevertheless worth the pedagical effort. An alternative would be a function that converts the tree in the sequence of members and quantify over the latter.



context tree::delete(k : Integer):tree pre: self null -- for pedagogical reasons post: not self.isMember(k) and Integer::allInstances()->forAll(m:Integer | m = k or (self.isMember(m) = [email protected](m))) post: Set{self.subtrees()}->modifiedOnly() -- problematic case : update of case necessary ! endpackage
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